Xbox: State of Decay 2 in Honor of Independence Day

How correctly to celebrate the national holiday of the USA? Dress up the dead in the uniforms of the
times of the American Revolution. And shoot them with fireworks. And there is the most patriotic
addition of just something for five bucks.
The holiday coincided with another significant event - the State of Decay 2 scored three million unique
users. Not without the holy help of the Xbox Game Pass, whose owners could just download and run the
game.
So, in honor of the holiday, Microsoft will immerse players in the past by releasing a free content add-on
for The Independence Pack with suits for zombies and DLC with several new weapons and vehicles. Also
the most patriotic and festive.
The main hit, I do not doubt, will be a formidable barbecue fork. An exquisite addition to it will be
another melee weapon - "The Ring of Freedom" and "Grill by the Master." And the support we hunt to
close contact and stale meat players can be rendered with the help of two cannons firing fireworks.
To arrange a salute can be easily and with the help of three new machines. One of them shoots
fireworks, the other lures zombies, and the third - a normal pickup with fiery fountains on the sides. All
three cars are decorated with national symbols of conscious Americans. If this is not enough for the
holiday, then the bundle includes three fireworks: The Block Rocker, Reign o 'Fire, Bouncing Boris and XL
Firework.
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The Independence Pack and content update are already available in the game, the owners of State of
Decay 2: Ultimate Edition will receive an addition for free. An additional huge patchout with a patch of
fixes can be found on the game's website, but what's the point of reading it, if developers need a
hundred more years to optimize the game and fix all bugs.
Lol, grandfather, what DLC in 2018. Microsoft with a head immerses players in the past and still holds
there to have time to enjoy all the charm of the old system of additions for five bucks with virtually zero
content. And the market of North America and not against dlc-retrograde.

